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.,n's rights" forces were in fact surprisingly weak, and.a<i."ttittedly afraid of
abortion for fear cf losing out on ER; too {they g9t that, with a big assist
Ford). The text, however, is hardly a ringing declaration of rights for the
letter's man-in-Kansas City reports that it could have been made much tougher
abortionists had agreed on a hard line). It reads: "The
stion of abortion is one
It

on abortion and supports the efforts of those who seek enactme:".c of a const:it'..l':.~ona
\\ ar:t.end.."nent to restore protection of the right to l~re of tne unborn child."
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3 questions from a Mr. Bernstein on Cronkite

shm·1.

1. Do you agree with the Supreme Court's position that the
ri~1t

to abortion be left to a woman and her physician?

2. Do you think states should have the pm.1er to regulate abortions?

3. Do you favor a constitutional amendment to curb the Supreme
Court's liberalized abortion ruling?
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REAGAN:

Abortion?

I had to face this problem as Governor.

I'd never given it much thought--! guess like a lot of people.
Nine years ago there hadn't been much of a problem where I was.
concerned and I hadn't given it any thought.

When I had to

face the proposal as to signing or not signing legislation I
probably did more soul

searching and more study than I've

ever done on anything in my life, and I've come to the
conclusion that the interrupting of a pregnancy is the taking
of a human life and you can only take that human life in the
same context that you can take any other human life.

We

recognize in our Judiac-Christian tradition, for example,
that you can take a human life in defense of your own.
Therefore, I believe that the mother--prospective mother, has
the right to defend her own life even against her unborn child.
But beyond that--just to take a human life on a whim because
you made a mistake or that it might be inconvenient--no, that
is taking a human life and you can't do it on that basis.

-.

.

questio n- your personal opinion about abortion
I have never given that subject much thought until I became Governor.
As Gov.

I found myself faced with legislation- bitterly contested-

state divided between the pros and the cons and the Senator who was
proposing almost abortion on demand sent word

do~1

that he would amend

his bill to anything that I felt like I could sign. and that set me on
a course of study and more soul searching than I have ever done in
my life. And I have come to the belief that the interrupting of a preganc:/
can only be justified is on the same basis that it was justified in
our prevailing Christian tradition. but yes a mother does have a right
to defend her own life against .. unborn child.
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
ME~10RANDU:iV1

FOR:

FROivl:

PHIL BUCHEN
JIM CANNON
JL.'-1: CONNOR \:.
I.

SUBJECT:

..

Abortion

The Pr~sident reviewed your memorandum of January 15 on
the above subject and approved Statement 1 as amended:
"As President I am bound by my oath of office to uphold
the la\V of the land as interpreted by the Supreme Court
in its 1973 decisions on abortion. In those decisions the
Court ruled 7-2 that States could not interf~re with a
woman's decision to have an abortion the first three
months.
As a matter of personal philosophy, howe·ver, my belief
is that a remedy should be available in cases of serious
illness or rape. Personally I do not favor abortion on
demand.
I feel that abortion is a matter better decided at the State
level.
·while House Minority Leader,. I co-sponsored
a proposed amendment to the Constitution to permit the
individual States to enact legislation governing abortion."

Please follow-up with appropriate action.

/::--"':.~-;:;-,:'0:·,. : .
cc: Dick Cheney

t·;:
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CBS REPOJitON PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATJit
STANDS ON ABORTION
Wednesday, January 28, 1976
WALTER CRONKITE:
In the presidential primary campaign, abortion has suddenly
risen as a significant issue.

It was credited with having some

part in Jimmy Carter's victory and Birch Bayh's defeat in the
Iowa caucuses and now the anti-abortion, right-to-li£e groups
are raising the issue in New Hampshire, the £irst primary state.
Ed Bradley reports.
ED BRADLEY:
From the start of this campaign anti-abortion tickets made
Birch Bayh a special target because of his leadership role on the
subcommittee that killed the constitutional amendment. that in most
cases would have outlawed abortion.

Bayh admits he'll probably

lose some votes because o£ his out-front stand and his camp is upset.
Because they feel Jimmy Carter has been deliberately ambiguous on
abortidm..

Ed Rabel to state his position.

JIMMY~- CARTER:

I think that abortion is wrong.

I think that the government

ought to do everything it can to minimize abortion.

I think that

the Supreme Court has ruled that women have complete control
over that process the first 13 weeks.

I do not favor the Supreme

Court ruling nor do I favor a constitutional amendment to change
that.

I have never favored a constitutional amendment to giy:.e__~
.-/

~: :~ ,,:::~:·:>\

unrestricted abortions, nor to give states local options.
BIRCH BAYH:
I'd rather not judge Jimmy Carter and what he has said or

-

2

hasn't said.

I can say without fear of qualification or contradictio

that anybody who believes that you can appeal to those people who
want absolutely no abortions without supporting a constitutional
amendment is either unfamiliar with what the Constitution and
the Court has required or is not honestly representing what can
happen.
WALTER

~BQNKITE:

Abortion is a topic that is bubbling near the surface of
this campaign, threatening to boil over as an outstanding issue.
The Right-To-Life movement has built a grass-roots organization
in an effort to make their issue the focal point of the campaign.
Barbara Watts has a Right-To-Life movement in New Hampshire that
is backing the candidacy of Ellen McCormack.
BARBARA WATTS:
Our main goal is to get radio and television time about the
pro-life issue.

We're not able to buy this time just as right-to-

life or pro-life groups.

We have Ellen McCormack running for

President so that we can purchase television time and radio time
to have on a regular pro-life message to· everyone in the United
States.
TEXT OF A:RIGHT-TO...;LIFE TELEVISION MESSAGE:
Did you know that the heart of an unborn baby begins to be
formed at 3 weeks after conception?

Did you know also that a

million babies have their hearts stopped each year in_a very painful
way by abortion.
President ...... .

I'm Ellen McCormack, a Democratic candida;te for

3

ED BRADLEY:
Ellen McCormack is a one-issue candidate who has raised more
than 135,000 dollars and·is soon expected to qualify for federal
matching funds.

And with Secret Service protection

will take her

campaign across the country, partially funded by the taxpayers.
She spoke with David Cohane.
DAVID COHANE:
You don't see anything unfair about taking public funds, as
you will be, in this kind of one-issue campaign?
McCORMACK:
..

~tt'

s only one issue to proponents

answer to the other issues.

of abortion, because I do

They use that issue just to pretend

that it isn't an important issue, but it is an important issue.
DAVID COHANE:
If some other group that was concerned about some other single
issue wants to campaign and got matching funds, you wouldn't see
anything wrong with that?
McCORMACK:
Well, who will determine what the important issue is? You see.
The people should decide what is important and the country might
be good speaking out on it.
ED BRADLEY:
We asked some of the other candidates what they thought about
the abortion issue.
position.

Morris Udall and Fred Harris shared Sen. Bayh's

They agree with the Supreme Court that the right to have

an abortion should be left to the woman and her position.

Sen. Henry

I

•

•
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Jackson and Sargent Shriver agree with Jimmy Carter.

They are

against the Supreme Court's decision.but do not support a
constitutional amendment.
oppose

Ronald Reagan and George Wallace also

the Supreme Court decision and they favor a constitutional

amendment that would curb the Court's ruling.

A spokesman for

President Ford would not reveal the President's position on abortion.
It's a tough issue, he said, and deserves a lot of thought.
Ed Bradley, CBS News, New York.
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In an abrupt turnabout face barely 24 hours before
the March for Life on the White House and Capital Hill
marking the third anniversary of the January 22, 1973
Supreme Court decision on abortion was to begin, key
members of the Ford Administration agreed to meet with
a small group of prelife leaders for a mid-morning briefing with representatives of the Domestic Council, HEW,
and the Justice Department.
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The prelife delegation included Nellie Gray, Chairman
of the March for Life Committee, Randy Engel, Executive
Director of the U.S. Coalition for Life and Dr. Harold
Brown.of the Christian Action Council.
Representing the Ford Administration was Dr. Philip
Buchen, Council to the President ; Marjorie Lynch, Under
Secretary of HEW ; Sarah Massengale, Associate Director
of the Domestic Council; Judy Wolf, an attorney for the
C:iv_i_l Right Division of the Justice Department and other
Pre.=idf".lntial assistants and aides.
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The major areas of discussion centered around the
grJ\ving subsidy of the abortion establishment with tax
dullsrs by Federal agencies within the Executive Branch,
state?. Randy Engel, the Director of the U.S. Coalition
for Life which specializes in federal anti-life programs.
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to issue an Executive Order directing all
wi chin the Administration Is jurisdiction,
tax -funding of abortion and other related
and anti-family programs and policies.
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e

ADD 1 - Prolife-White House Meeting
All the members of the prolife delegation urged support for a mandatory Human Life Amendment.
Spealdng for the U.S. Coalition for Life, Mrs. Engel emphasized the
responsibilitity of the President to curb the promotion and funding of
abortlon and the Sangerite mentality within Federal agencies, particuarly
the Department of HEW and the Defense Department.
" The Ford Administration's silence in light of the Federallysupported abortion carnage and in light of such unscientific and shodqy
research works as the Civil Rights Commission Report on the Right to
Limit Childbearing, u Mrs. Engel said, " ~ke louder than arry public
relations quip about the President's former support for a states rights
~endment to the Constitution when he was House Minority Leader. This
is especially true because the majority of grassroots people in the
Prolife Movement will not support a Constitutional Amendment where the
~ight to life is dependent upon state geography. "
In response to the Administration's claim that it was merely upholding the Supreme Court decision, Nellie Gray, a prolife attorney
noted the Court's declaration on the alledged right of abortion as
a 'private' action could not be used to justif,y the use of tax funds
and public policies and progr~ to support the abortion establishment.
Mrs. Engel stated that Federal progr~s directed at the poor
should be orientated in the service of life and not death.
At the conclusion of the forty-five minute meeting, the prolife
delegation urged the Administration to improve its communication with
the prolife connnunity. Mrs. Ehgel noted that her agency, the U.S. Coalition
for I.ife would continue to meet with the Administrative representatives throughout the year to discuss a wide variety of prolife issues.
As an effective followup to the White House meeting, the U.S.
Coalition for Life has called upon prolife groups and individuals
around the cotintry to support the drive for an Executive Order by
President Ford to halt the tax-supported abortion progr~ of the
Federal program, Mrs. Engel said.

* Attached

Copy of USCL Letter to President Ford.
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Dear llr. President,

January 2!7, 1976

tel)

@~

. On the morning of January 22, 1976 the t~~rsary
of the March for Life conmemorating the death of mi
. of
unborn children following the Supreme Court decisio on
abortion, a prolife delegation was invited by the White
House to meet with Administrative spokesmen to discuss
our common concerns related to federal anti-life policies,
programs and funding and which reflect this Administrations
formal and informal policies related to abortion, population
control and broader areas of family life and health.

PROF. ALBERT KAPUSINSKI
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HERBERT RATNER. M.D.

Speaking on behalf of the United States Coalition for
Life, an international prolife movement, I wish to thank

you for the cordial welcome shown to mwself and to Mrs.
Nellie Gray of the March for Life and Dr. Harold Brown of
the Christian Action Council. Each of the agencies repre:sented at the White House meeting are independent prolife organizations who share a common concern for the unborn child and
indeed all human beings whose right to life is threatened
by the penumbra of the Supreme Court edict of January 22, 1'73.
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UNITED NATIONS DELEGATES
LILLIAN KOEGLER
NLW YORK

ELLAMAE DICKINSON
NLW

This letter will summarize the major concerns of the
U.S. Coalition for Life and confirm our request for the
issuance of a Presidential EXECUfiVE OHDER to halt - inmediately - the nationwide abortion carnage currently subsidized
by Federal agencies within~ jurisdiction.

Yt.H?K

INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD
REV. RUFUS BENEDICT
JOHN BERGIN, M.D.
NE:W ZLALANO

JOHN J. BILLINGS, M.D.
AUSTHALIA

PHYLLIS BOWMAN
ENGLAND

COLIN G. CLARK, PH.D.
AUSTRALIA

JOSE LUCIO OE ARAUJO CORREA
BRAZIL

CHRISTOPHER DERRICK
ENGLAND

Specifically we are calling upon you to end the mounting
.£!!!!Eai@! by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare {

an agency which spends over liS billion dollars a year)
against the unborn child via abortion and the American
family via the promotion of antilife policies and programs,
in~luding the subsidy of fornication among young unmarried
por =:o1v: through federal support of Planned Parenthood Feder<.;,b.v.n of America and its affiliates at home and abroad.

SIEGFRIED ERNST, M.D.
WEST GERMANY

REV. JOSEPH FIDELIS
INDIA

HAMISH FRASER
SCOTLAND

JOHN E. HARRINGTON MSW, ACSW
CANADA

VICTOR J. F. KULANDAY
INDIA

R. A. GALLOP, PH.D.
CANADA

NORA LEACH

These Federal agencies have taken such action dispite
tho fact that Congress has never authorized nor appropriated
a single cent for elective abortions and furthermore Congress
h£'.,'3 on specific eccasions approved of anti-abortion riders
to both foreign and domestic family planning programs.

IRELAND

SIR WILLIAM LILEY, KCMG
NEW ZEALAND

RT. REV. JOHN NJENGA
KENYA

ANTONIO DE SOROA Y PINEDA, M.D.
SPAIN

REV. PEDRO RICHARDS, C.P.
URAGUAY

REV. OSCAR A. RODRIGUEZ, S.D.B.
GUATEMALA

EMMANUAL TREMBLAY, M.D.

You are aware I am sure of the current prolife drive for
a ma.ndatory Human Life Amendment in Congress. We desire however
i.h<J.t. you also recognize your obligations as President and
t.hat you possess the power of Executive Order to halt the
promotion and funding of elective abortions by the Federal

FRANCE

REV. MICHEL WELTERS
HAITI

ANTHONY ZIMMERMAN, S;;',;,?.;

PHONE (412) 327-7379

.'

.
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Government. With one swoop of your pen you can save the lives of hundreds
of thousands of preborn children and restore the role of the State to
that of protector of all innocent human life.
In addition the u.s. Coalition for Life seeks to open channels of
communication between your Administration and the Prelife MOvement both
in the United States and abroad. We seek a greater voice in the areas
of family life policies, public health, population, abortion and maternal and child care and rights and responsibilities. For too long,
anti-life Sangerite-Malthusian advocates have had the run of the
White House and numerous Federal agencies. It is time to let in a
little fresh air.
In the coming weeks and months we hope to improve our connnunications
with the White House by initially meeting with members of your Administration who were present for the January 22nd meeting at the White House
including Dr. Philip Buchen and Marjorie Izynch.

Lastly, we trust that you will consider for future appointments
to Presidential and agency positions well qualified prolife men and
women .• The Coalition will be happy to sub~ethe names of such
individuals upon request - individuals who/recognized national and
international authorities in public health, constitutional law,
demography, and family life to name just a few areas of concern.
On January 22nd more than 50,000 prolife came to the steps of
the White House and the Capital to express their concern for the unborn
child and to pledge their support for a mandatory Human Life Amendment.
I am aware that while Minority Leader of the House you co-sponsored a
States Rights Amendment to the Constitution. In the coming political
campaign it would be I beleive valuable for you to understand that
the millions of grassroots prolifers will not support anything but
a mandatorz Human Life Amendment and will reject any attempt to make
the right-t.o-life a matter of state geography, and which will institutionalize the taking of innocent human life in the Constitution.
Simply stated - a States Rights al>t?!"oach _:i_s_!].ot acceptable.

During the White House meeting I noticed that Ms. Bobbie Kilbe1·e 6 your
Assistant Council was sporting a large campaign button to re-elect
Betty Ford's Husband. In considering our agency's requests, I hope
that you will look be.yond your role of husband and father to the role
of Predidcnt with the duty and responsibility to uphold the basic
rights guaranteed in the Constitution - the most important of which is
THE RIGHT TO LIFE.
Sincerely,~

f~l

National Director
U.S. Coalition for Life

U. ·S. COALITION FOR Ll FE
Export, Pennsylvania 15632

U.S.A.

*

Press Secretary
Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
20001
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February 3, 19 76

What is your position on abortion?

I'm in a moderate position in that area.
abortion on demand.

I do not believe in

I do not agree with the Court decision

of 197j.

On the other hand, I do not ·
agree that a
I think we have to recognize that
Constitutional amendment is the proper remedy.
there are instances when abortion should be oernitted.
.

(#CP'?l

·--·-----

The illness of the mother, rape/or~=of the other unf(;rtlliiate-·
..___

,-,~---

things

.-....4

th~t might happen} so there has to be some flexibility.

I think the court decision \•lent too far.
amendment goes too far.

I think a

Constitutio~al

If there \·;as to be some action in this

area, it's my judgement that it ought to be on a basis of \·:hat
each individual state \·:ishes to do under the circumstances.

Again

I should add, even though I disagree with the court decision,
I have taken an oath of office, and I

-vlill, of course,

uphold

the la\·l as interpretated by the court, but I t.hink there is a

•

better answer.

decision
Doesn't the Supreme Court/itself seem to ~ove aaa~~st anv
nossibility that the state ca~ take anv local actio~?

'
....

That is correct, but if there is to be a Constitutional amendment
and there are smne suggestions in the Congress nm·l that -would
permit each state ·on its mm throush a vote of the people or
state
through i tsjlegislati ve branch to adopt its m.;n state regulations.
If ' th9re is to be

OI12

1

I tb.. ink

t£1a~

1

s

a preferable a::s".ver

rctt.l1t~~.C

... ·.

. ...,

..::... :

•

But under the Supreme Court decision, that "tmuld pn~surnrilily
take a Constitutional amendrnent to let the states do that.
That is correct.

•

''
•

··. . ,-.. --·•
---- .
and social. The North, fore,
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the. old-pre•1V genera·
op
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I have to add -- and I think it is important
that as President I have to uphold the law whatever th~ courts
decide, and I will, having taken that oath of office. ·
MR. CRONKITE:

What is your position on abortion?

THE PRESIDENT:

I am in a moderate position in that
area. I--do··no1:-bel·!eve--in abort"'imr-on--·demand_ I do not agree
with the court decision of 1971.
On the other hand, I do not agree that a Constitutional
amendment is the proper remedy. I think we have to recognize
that there are instances when abortion should be permitted
the illness of the mother, rape or any of the other
unfortunate things that might happen -- so there has to be
some flexibility.
I think the court decision went too far. I think
a Constitutional amendment goes too far. J;,f, tbepe·was to be
some---aetion in this at'ea it i& my judgment-that it ought to,
be-·-GD··'the-,basis of what eaeh individual State w.ishes- to do.
tme1er the eireumst a:nces • ·
Again, I should add even though I disagree with the
court decision, I have taken an oath of office and I will, of
course, uphold the law as interpreted by the court. I think
there is a better answer.
MR. CRONKITE: Doesn't the Supreme Court decision itself
seem to move against any possibility that a State can take local
action?
That is correct, but -i-f· 4:he~ -i-s to~.
some--suggestion&
in . the .. CongPe&&··~·4:hat ·-wou:t:d -pennit·-e-ach · State on·· it11 -own· 'thro~
a. vote~-o-f 'tlte -~]:e.---ep-a ve-t-e o:f -i-'t:s-··5-t-ate legislat·rve·brandt
to a4opt- its--owa-Sta.te... pegul-at~-ons •..:-·'if"·t·here- is ·to be one -T:
think that·is.. ··a-~"P'f\~·:rerance rather than the··one- ~hat -is-··
THE PRESIDENT:

be--.a--Crmsti~u:t:i.ORal amenemeft't·~.laft& · 'tfiere·--M"e·

rec.ommendee-----~1!>thers7

MR. CRONKITE: But under.the Supreme Court decision
that presumably would take a Constitutional amendment to let
the States do that.
THE PRESIDENT:

That is correct.

~/0

...

I
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the law, they, of course--or their decision is subject to
court involvement.
The worst thing would be for a President or his people
to unethically or illegally get involved in that process.
That would really slow the matter up.
Now, if a Governor wants to get involved, or somebody
on the outside, they do it at their own risk. But this President isn't going to do anything illegal or unethical concc•::•<g that project. I have strong feelings, as I said a
moment ago, that we need 200 more nuclear power
plants, and I hope the Nuclear Regulatory Agency [Commission] moves as rapidly as it can on all of them. But
that is their decision, and I am not going to try to tell
them how to do it.
Q. Well, the Governor made this claim a couple of
weeks ago. Had you heard about it at all? Had you heard
that he said he had been told by an aide?
THE PRESIDENT. I read it in the newspaper, but I don't
think that any person on my staff should try to tell the
NRC when and how they ought to make the decision.
Q. Did you.check out, Mr. President, whether anyone
on your staff had had communication with Governor
Thomson on this matter? ·
'·
THE PRESIDENT. Yes, I will try to do that.
ABORTION-

Q. Mr. President, Rick Beyer, WDCR News.
I would like to know, was your recent change of heart
on the Supreme Court ruling on abortion basically a polit-

ical move to improve your position in New Hampshire?
And, if not, I would like to know why you feel that a new
constitutional amendment of the kind you advocated for
State control of abortion regulations is necessary.
THE PRESIDENT. My decision, adverse to the Supreme
Court decision, goes back sometime. I felt .at the time the
decision was made that it went too far. I publicly expressed that view at that time. And while I was a Member
of the House of Representatives, after that decision I
made a decision to oppose the constitutional amendment
that would preclude any Federal e."tecutive, letrislative or
judicial action against abortions. And I felt th~-and it
is on the record at that time--that I favored an amendment that would pennit individual State action. .
That record was laid out long before I became Vice
President or President, so it has no application whatsoever
to the current situation.
Q. Why do you think such an amendment is
necessary?
THE PRESIDENT. Well, I think that it would be very
helpful in clarifying and giving to the individual Statewe have 50 States, and if they want to make a decision
one way or another, if you believe in States riahts I think
• •
0
'
It IS a very proper, very logical conclusion.
Q. Thank you, 1fr. President.

PRAYER

IN

Pusuc ScHOOLS

Q. Mr. President, I am Fred Kocher frotn ·WMURTV in Manchester, New Hampshire.
The Federal District Court in Concord just recently
here in New Hampshire ruled that a State law here in
New Hampshire allowing voluntary prayer in public
schools was patently unconstitutional.
My question to you is, do you agree with that kind of
court decision, because there are people in this State and
in many States that feel that voluntary prayer is a basic
constitutional right?
THE. PRESIDENT. Some years ago there was a United
States Supreme Court decision as to whether or not a
woman in Baltimore, as I recollect, had a child who objected to the nondenominational prayer that was conducted in that community.
That court decision, in effect, said there could be no
prayer in public schools in the United States. I read that
dec~on very carefully. I read the dissenting opinion of
Justlce Potter Stewart very carefully. I subscribe to Justice
Potter Stewart's dis>enting opinion and, therefore, I disagree with the Supreme Court decision which precludes
nondenominational prayers in public schools. I agree with
the Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart, who said the
court was wrong.
So, I regret the court decision. I agree -..vith the minority, and I think it is most unfortunate that under reasonable limitations--! think it is regrettable that under rea·
sonable limitations, there can't be nondenominational
prayer in public schools.
~· W~at course of action would you suggest at
pomt, lets say, to the Congress or to any group who disagreed like you do?
THE PRESIDENT. The most extreme course of a~tion
would be a constitutional amendment. When this
came up, I was the Republican minority leader in
House, and Senator Everett Dirksen was the iucuu •. ,.,.
can minority leader in the Senate. He was a firm advocate
of a constitutional amendment to remedy this situation.
I talked with ~ many, many times about it, because
that was one thlllg he wanted to do because he felt
strongly about it. In the process of my discussions
him, I subscribed to an amendment of that kind.
FEDERAL

Am TO

EDUCATION

Q. :\!r. President, Mike D'Antonio from The
Hampshire.
Any cuts in aid to education may make entrance
universities impossible for low- and middle-income
v{ho cannot pay the entire bill without assistance. Will
plea...:;e comment on that?
THE PRESIDENT. Well, the primary responsibility
the financing of a State universitY comes from the S

.

.

.The President's Remark~to" Reporters Upo.ival at
the Greafer 1"eoria Airport. March 5, 1976

.

.

The President's Remarks ara Question-and-Answer
Session at Bradley Universit~verelt McKinley
Dirksen Forum. March5, 1976

THE PRESIDENT. It is great to be in Peoria. I have been
THE PRESIDENT. Thank you very, very much Dr. Abegg, .
here a number of times. In fact, Bob Michel reminded
Congressman Bob A1ichel, Congressman Tom Railsback,
me of the time quite a few years ago-I won't tell you how
Congressman Ed Madigan, my outstanding Secretary of
long, but it was a great occasion, and it's nice to be back
Agriculture, Earl Butz, Mayor Carver, friends of the
in 1976.
Everett McKinley Dirksen Chair, students, faculty, and
Q. What is your current stand on the right-to-life
guests of Bradley University:
amendment in the Constitution?
·-At the outset, let me say I don't think we would have
PRESIDENT. My stand today is the same as it has
scheduled this tonight if I had known that Chet Walker
been for some time. I think the Supreme Court went too
was being honored last night. [Laughter] I probably
would have been here last night if I could have, because
· far. I think the amendment that bans all abortion goes
I am a great fan of his, and I am a great fan of all that
too far. I think that there is a reasonable and responsible
Bradley University stands for in the field of basketball, as
middle ground, and that•s the position that I take.
well as academic standing, and I congratulate you. And .
Q. Mr. President, if you win the primary, will you be
I'm dam glad and lucky to be the recipient of the Everett .
able to beat out either Teddy Kennedy or Hubert 1
-- McKinley Dirksen Honorary Chair here tonight. I thank
Humphrey?
you very, very much.
·
THE PRESIDENT. Well, I think that our chances in
Bob Michel was much too generous and far too kind,
November are very good, regardless of the Democratic
but it's nice to hear in 1976. And I thank Bob for not
candidates.
only his kind words, but his long friendship. And I could
Q. How about the current status of revenue sharing a<>
reciprocate in kind for the outstanding job that he does
far as you are concerned? Are you satisfied with the progfor all of you in the Congress of the United States.
Obviously, it's a great pleasure and privilege and a very
ress of that bill through Congress?
high
honor for me to be here tonight, not only in Bradley
THE PRESIDENT. Not at all. I have recommended to
but
in
the city of Peoria. And I thank Mayor Carver for
Congress a 5%-year extension of general revenue sharhis
warm
and very kind reception at the airport.
ing-last July, as I recollect-and Congress has not gotten
I have been here-yes, back.in 1949, but I have been
the legislation out of subcommittee yet. Congress has been
here
subsequent to that, .andT am impressed with your
very, very dilatory. The majority party doesn't seem to
people, your administration, and the objectives and the
have much inspiration to pass the legislation. I hope that
kind of morale that you have here in Peoria. You set a
we can push-with the help of Governors, mayors, and
high standard for other,communities around the country.
county officials--this legislation can be vitally important
The trustees of this University have been very kind and
to all units of government.
honored me in a very personal way with an honorary
Q. Do you think it is going to pass?
appointment to the Everett McKinley Dirksen Chair of
THE PRESIDENT. I'm always optimistic, but the time · Government and Public Affairs. And I am <ieeply honored, because Everett Dirksen was one of the finest public
delay is very bothersome. All I can say is that we're workservants I have ever known, and history will record him
ing very hard to get some Congressional action before it's
as one of the most gifted ·and beloved men ever to serve
too late.
in
the Congress of the United States.
Q. Is it going to pay in Peoria? Are you going to win
Ev and I became especially close during the years when
in central I1linois?
he served as the Republican leader in the United States
THE PRESIDENT. I'm very optimistic with my prospects
Senate and I wac; his counterpart in the House of Repreas far a-; Peoria is concerned. Illinoi.> ha'l always been a
sentatives. Ev Dirksen was more than a statesman, more
good State. I had many opportunitiec; to visit it. I have
than a master of legislative process, more than a ne\'ervirtually been all over the State. I think I have a friend
to-be-forgotten speaker. I knew him a<; a good friend, a
or two, and I think they will be helpful.
wise counselor, and·an inspiring teacher.
REPORTER. Thank you very much.
He taught us one of his most '::!:lf()~~ettable lessons on
the
memorable day in 1963 wh~~'(the Seriate v,:a<; debating
~OTE: The President spoke at 5:45 p.m.
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Mr. \VurTEH"CRST (for himself, :\Ir. ARCHER,.. "\Tr .BEnhi>, MJ:: BROYHILL of
Virginia, Mr. BuTLER, Mr. DERWINSK Mr. GERALD R. Fono)Ir. I-hsnxos,
Mr. HUBER, Mr. HuNT, Mr. Iti:TCHU:M: Mr. J!AzzoLI, 1 r. ATIRIS: :Mr. Sm:Es~
Mr. STEIGER of Arizona, Mr. \YoN PAT, and Mr. ZroN) introduced the following joint resolution; which was referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary

JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of ~~-e United States.
1

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of

2

the United States of America in Congress assembled (two-

3

thirds of each House concurr·ing therein), That the follow-

4 ing article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution
5

of the United States. to be valid onlv
... if ratified bv the
~

..;

-G legislatures of three-fourths of the sen'rrtl Stntes within
7

;;;even years after the date of fin:il passage of this joint res-

8

olution:
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JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitntion of
the UnitPd Stittes.
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:( By .:\11'..\VniTimunsT, .Mr. Ancmm, .Mr. BEViLL,
Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia, Mr. BUTLER, Mr.
DEHWINSIU, Mr. GEHALD R. Fmm, Mr. HAE-~1'nms, Mr. Humm~· Mr. HuNT, Mr. lCJ~TCHUM,
Mr. MAzzor.r, Mr. P.\mns, 1\:fr. SnrEs, Mr.
of Arizona, Mr. \VoN PAT, and l\fr.
STEIGER

ZION
MARCH 28, ] 9i3
Referred to the Committee on the .Tudicinry
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 6, 1976

Ron,
For your information.

P. Buchen

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

INFORMATION

February 6, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
THROUGH:

PHIL BUCHEN'f.u/.13..

FROM:

BOBBIE GREENE KILBERG

SUBJECT:

Proposed Constitutional Amendments
on Abortion

p~·

Max Friedersdorf has asked me to prepare for your information an
analysis of the various constitutional arnendments that have been
introduced in the 94th Congress on abortion.
There are three basic types of constitutional amendments dealing
with abortion:
(1) a right to life amendment which would prohibit state
action in the area of abortion;
(2) a right to life amendment which would prohibit both
state and private action in the area of abortion; and
(3) a states' rights amendment which would give each
state the authority to allow, regulate or prohibit
abortions.
The Constitutional Amendments Subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee considered a number of anti-abortion
amendments in 1975 and voted not to report any out of the
Subcommittee. The Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights
Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee held two days
of hearings on anti-abortion amendments on February 4 and 5
of this year, but it is most unlikely that any amendment will be
reported out of the Subcommittee.
Below is a description of each of the basic types of anti-abortipn-.._....... "·~
·~
f V ~Y 2'•"o..
constitutional amendments, more than 50 of wh1ch
have . been'
,.· · ~\
"
.
.
~~
introduced in the House and the Senate:
•

f

:

·:-~_

;;,

!-'

..
-2-

(l) Right to life constitutional amendment which would prohibit
state action in the area of abortion
Congressman E rlenborn (R., ill. ) has introduced H. J. Res. 99, a
state action amendment prohibiting both abortion from conception
and euthanasia. No explicit exception is made in the abortion prohibition to protect the life of the mother. The proposed amendment
reads as follows:
Section 1. Neither the United States nor any state
shall deprive any human being, from conception, of
life without due process of law; nor deny to any human
being, from conception, within its jurisdiction, the
equal protection of the law.
Section 2. Neither the United States nor any state
shall deprive any human being of life on account of age,
illness, or incapacity.
Section 3. Congress and the several States shall have
power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
The Fourteenth Amendment definition of state action would apply to
this amendment. Among H. J. Res. 99 1 s co- sponsors are Congressman Delaney (D., N. Y. ), Congressman Eilberg (D., Pa. ), and
Congressman Mazzoli (D., Ky.). According to the minority counsel
of the House Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights Subcommittee,
the state action approach was not seriously focused upon in the
Subcommittee 1 s hearings.
(2) Amendment to prohibit all state and private action in the
area of abortion
H.J. Res. 311, introduced by Congressman Latta (R., Ohio), is
typical of this type of amendment. It states as follows:
Section 1. With respect to the right to life, the
word 1 person 1 as used in this Article and in the Fifth
and Fourteenth Articles of amendment to the Constitution of the United States applies to all human beings

-_ 3-

irrespective of age, health, function, or condition of
dependency, including their unborn offspring at every
stage of their biological development.
Section 2. No unborn person shall be deprived of
life by any person: Provided, however, that nothing
in this article shall prohibit a law preventing only
those medical procedures required to prevent the
death of the mother.
Section 3. The Congress and the several States
shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
This amendment forbids euthanasia as well as abortion, and it does
contain an exception to protect the life of the mother.
Among the Congressmen who either have co- sponsored H. J. Res. 311
or have introduced similar amendments are Madden (D., Ind.), Quie
(R., Minn.), Erlenborn, Delaney, Smith (R., Nebr.), Hyde (R., ill.),
Goldwater, Jr. (R., Calif.), Oberstar (D., Minn.) and Lagomarsino
(R. , Calif.). In the Senate, Senator Buckley has introduced two constitutional amendments, one of which is identical to the Latta wording
and both of which contain the same intent. The Buckley amendments
were S. J. Res. 10 and 11 which were re-introduced as S. J. Res.
140 and 141 in October, 1975 after the former resolutions were voted
down in Subcommittee by votes of 2-to-5. The co-sponsors of the
Buckley amendments are Senators Bartlett, Curtis, Eastland, Garn,
Hatfield, Helms, Proxmire and Young.
All of the right to life bills in this category, except one introduced by
Congressman Delaney and one introduced by Senator Helms, contain
a provision to save the life of the mother. The Helms amendment
was voted down in Subcom1nittee by a vote of 2-to-5. One resolution,.
H.J. Res. 451, introduced by Congressman Blouin (D.,. Iowa) and
co- spans ored by four other Dernocrats, requires that while protecting
the life of the mother "every reasonable effort'' must be made to
preserve the life of her unborn offspring.
Another variation in the right to life amendments is a resolution
introduced by Congressman Karth (D., Minn.) (H. J. Res. 197)
-', '<
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that contains an exception to allow termination of a pregnancy of no
more than ten days' duration which resulted from rape. No distinction is made between statutory and forcible rape.
None of the state action or private action right to life amendments
contain an exception for the mental illness of the mother.
(3) States' rights amendment which would give each state the
authority to allow, regulate or prohibit abortions
The basic states' rights amendment has been introduced in the House
as H. J. Res. 96 by Congressman Whitehurst (R. ~ Va.) and in the
Senate asS. J. Res. 91 by Senator Scott of Virginia. The Whitehurst
amendment was co-sponsored by you when you were in the House and
is presently co-sponsored by Congressmen Rhodes, Steiger {R., Ariz.),
T:r:een (R., La.) and Wampler (R., Va. ), among others. Senator
Scott's resolution was voted down in the Senate Subcommittee by a
vote of 3-to- 5.
The basic Whitehurst provision reads as follows:
Section l. Nothing in this Constitution shall bar
any State or territory or the District of Columbia,
with regard to any area over which it has jurisdiction,
from allowing, regulating, or prohibiting the practice
of abortion.
This states' rights amendment does not specifically provide an exception to save the life of the mother.
The minority counsel of the House Judiciary Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights Subcommittee is of the opinion that the language of the
Whitehurst and Scott amendments could be interpreted by the courts
as being consistent with the Supreme Court's 1973 abortion decisions
and thus defeat the intent of the amendments. Other lawyers disagree
with this opinion, and cite as especially important a clear legislative
history.
Another states' rights approach is illustrated by S. J. Res. 143, an
amendm-2nt re-introduced by Senator Burdick ·after his amendment
was not reported out of Subcommittee by a vote of 4-to-4. An identical amendment was introduced in the House by Congresswoman
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Sullivan (D. , Mo. ). Burdick's amendment is both anti-abortion and
anti-euthanasia and reserves to the states and to the Congress within
Federal jurisdictions the affirmative power to protect life.
The Congress within Federal jurisdictions and the
several States within their respective jurisdictions
shall have power to protect life, including the unborn,
at every state [sic] of biological development irrespective of age, health, or condition of physical
dependency.
The Burdick amendment does not contain an exception to save the
life of the mother.

Right to life and states' rights amendments which do not provide an
exception to save the life of the mother would create a condition of
competing fundamental rights if ratified. While the unborn child's
right to life would be constitutionally protected, so would the mother's
right to life under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. While it
could be legally logical to hold that the ratification of the new amendment would supersede the right of the mother to life under the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments, it is inconceivable to the Solicitor
General and to most other attorneys that the Supreme Court would
ever in fact rule that the mother's life must be sacrificed for the
unborn child's life.
The following are the positions on the issue of anti-abortion constitutional amendments of the House and Senate Republican leadership:
Congressman Rhodes: co- sponsor of Whitehurst states' rights
amendment to give each state the authority to allow, regulate
or prohibit abortions.
Congressman Conable: has generally stated that he is not completely happy with the Supreme Court decision, and he had asked
the Chairman of the Judiciary Subcor.1.mittee to hold hearings so
that all views could be fully aired. Congressman Conab le has
not come out in favor of a constitutional amendment.

. ..
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Congressman Michel: opposes abortion on demand and abortion
as a contraceptive device. However, he favors abortion when
a pregnancy is a danger to a mother's life, or when a woman
has been raped. He does not favor abortion in the case of
mental illness. The Congressman also does not favor a constitutional amendment on the issue but feels that it may be
possible to present the Supreme Court with arguments that
might cause it to reconsider its 1973 decisions. He is presently looking into this possibility.
Senator Scott: presently does not favor a constitutional
amendment.
Senator Griffen: has not supported a constitutional amendment.
Senator Tower: would consider the possibility of supporting
a states' rights amendment.
The following are the positions on the is sue of anti..,.abortion constitutional
amendments of the Republican and Democratic Presidential candidates:
Reagan: favors state action and private action right to life
amendment except where necessary to save the mother's life
or to end a pregnancy caused by rape.
Carter, Jackson, Shriver: believe abortion is wrong; do not
favor Supreme Court fuling; do not favor either right to life or
states' rights amendment.
Bayh, Harris, Udall:

agree with Supreme Court decision.

Wallace: favors right to life amendment.

.•
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YOUR EMINENCE CARDINAL KNOX, PAPAL LEGATE FOR HIS

I
!

HOLINESS, POPE PAUL

- -- YOUR EN I MENCE CARD I NAL KR OL -(

I

I

-- DISTINGUISHED CLERGY FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.
-- DEAR FR lENDS--

..

2.
I AM DEEPlY HONORED BY YOUR INVITATION TO BE WITH YOU
FOR THE CONClUSION OF THIS 41st INTERNATIONAl EUCHARISTIC
CONGRESS, AND TO REITERATE, ON BEHAlF OF All THE PEOPlE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

OUR MOST HEARTFElT WElCOME TO OUR GUES

FROM MANY OTHER COUNTRIES.

r------------ ---- -·-- --

-

---

-

!

3.

I
1

IT IS AN INSPIRING DEMONSTRATION OF All THE WORlD'S HUNGER
FOR PEACE AND UNDERSTANDING THAT THESE CONGRESSES ARE ABlE TO
UNITE CITIZENS OF MORE THAN 100 NATIONS IN COMMON PURPOSE

AND COMMON PRAYER.

4.
IT IS FITTING THAT YOU GATHER HERE IN THE CITY OF BROTHERLY

LOVE,

WHERE 200 YEARS AGO MY COUNTRY DECLARED ITS NATIONAL

INDEPENDENCE "WITH A FIRM RELIANCE ON THE PROTECTION OF DIVINE

PROVIDENCE. II

Ij

5.

I
i

THAT RELIANCE HAS NEVER FAILED US, AND HAS BEEN REINFORCED

BY THE EQUALLY FIRM DEVOTION OF AMERICANS TO FREEDOM OF WORSHIP

AND FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE FOR ALL WHO HAVE COME TO US THROUGH

THE CENTURIES.

''

6.
THESE FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS ARE NOT ONLY WRITTEN INTO

OUR CONSTITUTION AND OUR LAWS,

BUT THEY ARE WRITTEN IN OUR

HEARTS AS WELL

------·--- '- ·- -·-- -·---- --------·----·-· ·---· ----

.-·----··--·---------- -- ----- --·-· ------'
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7.
ON THIS OCCASION WE CELEBRATE THE CHURCH 1S CONTRIBUTION
TO BUILDING A MORE PEACEFUL WORLD •

WE SALUTE YOU FOR GIVING

.

DEPTH AND DIRECTION TO THE WORLD COMMUNITY IN EVERY AGE.

--·--- -------·--------- --- ----·--·-·· - --- -··---

--·-----

---

-- '------- ----------------------------·--------~-

8.
FOR MILLIONS OF MEN AND WOMEN,

THE CHURCH HAS BEEN THE

HOSPITAL FOR THE SOUL, THE SCHOOLROOM FOR THE MIND, AND THE SAFE

DEPOSITORY FOR MORAL IDEALS.

TO THE AFFAIRS OF MAN.

IT HAS GIVEN UNITY AND PURPOSE

IT HAS BEEN A VITAL INSTITUTION FOR

PROTECTING AND PROCLAIMING THE ULTIMATE VALUES OF LIFE ITSELF.

9.
. WE ARE RIGHTLY CONCERNED TODAY ABOUT THE RISING TIDE OF

SECULARISM ACROSS THE WORLD.

I SHARE YOUR DEEP APPREHENS 10

ABOUT THE INCREASED IRREVERENCE FOR LIFE.

.,

10.
THE SUPREME VALUE OF EVERY PERSON TO WHOM LIFE IS GIVEN BY

GOD IS A BELIEF THAT COMES TO US FROM HOLY SCRIPTURES ---ONE

CONFIRMED BY ALL THE GREAT LEADERS OF THE CHURCH.

l

;

'

.J

J.
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11.
OUR COMMITMENT TO THE UNIQUE ROLE OF THE FAMILY RELATIONSHI
IS ALSO .BASIC TO OUR FAITH.

.

. --------------.------~-~--·-----·--·-----·--·--
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12.
THERE ARE NO ADEQUATE SUBSTITUTES FOR FATHER, MOTHER, AND
CHILDREN BOUND TOGETHER IN A LOVING COMMITMENT TO NURTURE AND
PROTECT.

NO GOVERNMENT, NO MATTER HOW WELL INTENTIONED, CAN

EVER TAKE THE PLACE OF THE FAMILY IN THE SCHEME OF THINGS.

13.
THE FAMILY CIRCLE SUGGESTS A ONENESS SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE
CHURCH FAMILY AND THAT WHICH WE STRIVE TO ACHIEVE IN THE HUMAN
FAMILY•.

.··

14.
I REMEMBER A POEM THAT MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME AS A BOY, BY THE
GREAT AMERICAN POET EDWIN MARKHAM,

WHICH BEAUTIFULLY EXPRESS£

THE DETERMINATION THAT WE MUST MOVE BEYOND TOLERANCE TO LOVE.

15.
..

IT GOES LIKE THIS:
"HE DREW A CIRCLE THAT SHUT ME OUT HERETIC, REBEL, A THING TO FLOUT.
BUT LOVE AND I HAD THE WIT TO WIN:
WE DREW A CIRCLE THAT TOOK HIM IN. 11

.'

.

16. .

e

I AM MOVED THAT YOU HAVE BROUGHT ME WITHIN THIS GREAT CIR

TODAY AND BY THE SPIRIT OF LOVE AND SERVICE THAT ANIMATES IT.

I HOPE THAT WE ALL,

WHATEVER OUR COUNTRY OR CREED,

TO DRAW LARGER AND LARGER CIRCLES UNTIL THAT DAY,

WILL CONTIN

IN HIS GOOD Tl

WHEN ALL GOD'S PEOPLE ARE ONE.

17.
AS WE WORK TOGETHER FOR A BETTER WORLD WHERE OUR BROTHERS

AND SISTERS ARE FREE FROM HUNGER AND FEAR,

FREE FROM PRIDE AND HATE,

LET US KEEP OUR HEAR

IN THE SPIRIT OF THIS OLD FAMILIAR

PRAYER OF THE GOOD ST. FRANCIS:

.. ------

---

--

--

- ---

----

- ---- ----

.

-- -----

--- -

-------- ------------------ ----- ------·---------------------

e

1s.-.

LORD, MAKE ME AN INSTRUMENT OF THY PEACE,
WHERE THERE IS HATRED,

LET ME SOW LOVE,

WHERE THERE IS INJURY, PARDON,

WHERE THERE IS DOUBT, FAITH,

WHERE THERE IS DESPAIR, HOPE,
I

l

I

l

. !

........ -·· ·---····--·······----?"'.........-..:------------

---.. ------·-----··· ___ .;..~~-~----------·----

19.
l;

WHERE THERE IS DARKNESS,

l

-,

Ll GHT,

I

i

WHERE THERE IS SADNESS,

JOY•

.

GOD BLESS AND MAY YOU HAVE A SAFE JOURNEY TO YOUR

HOMES.

END OF TEXT

.
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17.

(ALTERNATE ENDING)

ON THIS CLOSING DAY OF THE 41st EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS,

I INVITE YOU TO UTTER IN YOUR HEART A PRAYER FOR GOD'S CONTINUED

GUIDANCE AND PROTECTION FOR ALL THE WORLD ---A PRAYER THAT,
I

j

WHEN ANSWERED, WILL BLESS NOT ONLY US BUT PEOPLE EVERYWHERE.

THANK YOU.
END OF IEXI

THE \VHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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MAIL AND TET_.EGRAM UPDATE ON ABORTION AFTER
THE PRESIDENT .MADE HIS POSITIOI\ KJ\'0\V"[\J J>~ TI-IE
CH.ONKITE 1NTERVIE.'\'Y:
PRO - 90
CON - 543
COMMENT - 16
UPDATE ON THE MAIL RECEIVED SINCE THE FIRST
OF THE YEAR ON THE ABORTION ISSUE TN GENERAL:
PRO - 31
CON - 1, 023 (these are ~he people '"-'ho
want the Supreme Court- deciFion
changed)

MAIL AND TELEGRAMS ON THE CO"JCORDE DECISION:

PRO - 19
CON - 387
COMMENT - 3

The Fe figures are as

of 11: 30 thi ~ morning.

This Copy For -------------NEWS
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#555
AT THE WHITE HOUSE
WITH RON NESSEN
AT 12:05 P.M.

EDT

AUGUST 9, 1976
MONDAY
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Good.

MR. NESSEN:

I don't have

anything~

Thank you, Ron.
Okay, thank you, Dick.

(Laughter)·

Q
How is the President celebrating his second
anniversary in office?
MR. NESSEN:
Q

\llorkingo

V.1hat is he doing'?

MR. NESSEN: He has some staffer meetings.
He has an NSC meeting this afternoon and he is working
on his acceptance speech.

Q

What drafts are we on, on the acceptance

speech, now'?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I don't know.

Any plans for a press conference today or

this week?
MR. NESSEN:

No.

Q
Can you find out what draft it is at some
point, or how far along he is?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I will try.

What is the subject, abortion?

MR. NESSEN:

(Laughtert~

No, we hope it is not.

Q

Ron, the Washington Post reports that
an unidentified White House staffer is saying that it was a
common interpretation that the President was talking about
abortion yesterday when he referred to "increased
irreverence for life." Is that true?
MORE
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I don't know who that staffer was.

Q
The question is, what was the President
talking about when he said "increased irreverence for
life"?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I won't elaborate on his words.

Is this the reason Mrs. Ford did not go with

him?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

No, it isn't.

Or was Mrs. Ford not invited by the Bishops?

MR. NESSEN: I vTill have to look at my letter from
Cardinal Krol, but I don't think Mrs. Ford was invited.

Q
When he said "increased irreverence for
life," certainly that doesn't mean the restoration of the
death penalty, does it?
MR. NESSEN:

I will not elaborate on his words,

Les.

Q

Why not, Ron?

MR. NESSEN:
President's words.

Because I try not to elaborate on the
He can speak v.ery clearly for himself.

Q
When the Washington Post reports that a
spokesman for the White House said this could be interpreted as abortion, why is it you won't clarify it? Is
it abortion or not?
MR. NESSEN:
him, Les.

The audience seemed to understand

Q
Did they have a correct assumption of what
the President was talking about?
MR. NESSEN:
response, either.

I won't elaborate on the audience

Q
Besides, Les, I wouldn't pay much attention
to what the Washington Post says. They didn't run our
interview. (Laughter)
MR. NESSEN: The letter of invitation from the
Cardinal indicated that the Board of Governors of the
Eucharistic Congress were joining with Cardinal Krol in
"extending to you a cordial invitation to the Eucharistic
Congress." So it appears that the invitation did not
extend to Mrs. Ford.
MORE
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Q
None of the Church officials brought their
wives, either. (Laughter)

Q
Ron, Evans and Novak say the President is
going to compromise on the cruise missile to get a SALT
agreement before the election.
MR. NESSEN: Well, I don't have anything specific
to say about the details of that column. First of all,
the President believes that a SALT II agreement, and what
it seeks to accomplish, which is a ceiling on offensive
nuclear weapons, is in the interest of the United States
and in the interest of the world. But he is not going
to conclude any treaty that does not fully protect the
interests of the United States •
.There is no particular timetable for reaching
that treaty. If and when a treaty can be worked out with
the Soviet Union that does fully protect the interest of
the United States, he will agree to it, but not until
then. There is no timetable for one.

Q
Has the United States made a response to
the latest Russian proposal on SALT?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

You have not?

MR. NESSEN:

Q
Phil.

We have not.

We have not, Jim.

Is that what today's NSC meeting is about?

MR. NESSEN:

We never tell what the subject is,

Q
Did they get the information they were looking
for last week?
MR. NESSEN: The information for this meeting today is
now ready to go forward with the meeting, that is right.

Q

What is it?

MR. NESSEN:

I can't tell you, Fran.

Q
Ron, I am sorry, I have been out of the
country. Do you know yet when the President is going
to Kansas City, and if you don't know, when will you
know?
MR. NESSEN: He has not yet decided, as I think
he told Helen and Dick and the others over the weekend.
I don't expect a decision to be made really until the
end of the week.

MORE
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Q
Ron, yesterday Elliot Richardson said that
the White House is asking for his financial information,
apparently because he is being considered for Vice
President. How many other people have been asked to
supply financial data to the White House?
MR. NESSEN: I was trying to follow my directions
and not give the number, but the President, I think,
indicated in response to a question from Dick over the
weekend that it was something more than a dozen.

Q

Can you elaborate on that any more?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

No.

It is true that Richardson is one of them,

theri?
MR. NESSEN:

I won't elaborate on names.

Q

Is there some sort of a packet of materials
that indicates what the President wants in the way of -MR. NESSEN: I mentioned the other day that they
are really being asked to provide the same material that
any candidate for a top Presidential appointment is asked,
and I have the questionnaires that are required to be
filled out by candidates for top White House jobs. It is
not precisely the same questionnaire, but it is the same
thoughts. I also have the memo that Phil Buchen sends
to people who are being considered and if any of you
want to look at these after the briefing, I will be
happy to have you do that.

Q
Ron, don't you think it is a little bit
ludicrous for some of these people to be coming out and
saying they have been contacted and the White House refuses
to even confirm ~hat? What is the purpose of that?
MR. NESSEN: It is the way the President wishes
to conduct this process of selecting his Vice Presidential
running mate.

Q

Is he unhappy because these people are disclosing

this?
MR. l'-IESSEN:
other, Phil.

I didn't hear him say one way or the

Q
Why does he prefer they not acknowledge that
they have been called?
MR. NESSEN: I think the President indicated he
would like to conduct this on some basis of confidentiality.

MORE
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Q

Then why is he not unhappy when they come
out and say they have been contacted?
MR. NESSEN: They are all folks who are used
to dealing with the press.

Q
As you know, the President has said several
times the swine flu threat is very genuine, the most recent
time being last Friday. My question is, what medical evidence
does the President have for making that statement at this
point in time?
MR. NESSEN: This goes back to a series of
meetings he had just before the decision to go forward with
a national inoculation program. He gathered together medical
people from both inside the Government and outside the
Government, public health officials and drug company
officials, and they laid all the evidence on the table and
examined it, and then he asked -- I think I mentioned this
the other day -- whether there was anybody there who did
not agree or objected to the idea that there was a real
danger of a swine flu outbreak this winter, and nobody said
that they did not share that. Then he asked if anybody
disagreed with the idea of going forward with a national
inoculation program, and nobody there disagreed with ite It
was on the medical evidence.
The President, I think, has said, Walt, that
none of the researchers have said we are 100 percent sure
there is going to be a swine flu outbreak. They have said
there is all this evidence pointing in that direction, and
I think at the time the President either directly or through
me indicated that it was better to have the inoculation
program and thereby prevent any outbreak than to take a chance
and say, "Well, we are going to hope there won't be an
outbreak." Because, once an outbreak starts it is too
late to begin the program. I think he even used the
expression "this is an insurance policy" to make sure
there is no outbreak.

Q

My question was -- I think you heard it
what medical evidence is there? So far you have not
provided any evidence.
MR. NESSEN: Let me get you together with
Dr. Cooper, the one who assembled the medical evidence that
was presented to the President, and he can lay it out
for you.

Q

Can you clarify one thing in the weekend
interview that doesn't come across clear to me? The President
stated he would make his selection known about 24 hours
before -MR. NESSEN: I think the question was, when will
you make your final decision? And the President said he
would make it within 24 hours before he announced it.
MORE
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Q
Can you clarify for us whether he will
make his decision known before or after the balloting
for the Presidency?
MR. NESSEN: No, I think he said last week, or
had me say on his behalf, that he would follow the traditional
method of announcing his choice for running mate, which is
after his own nomination.

Q
Back to the swine flu issue, does the President
or does the White House or does anyone in the medical
community of the United States have evidence of more than
one confirmed case of swine flu in the past 12 months in
this country, out of 215 million people?
MR. NESSEN: Walt, I am not a medical expert,
and you are quite right -- it is a medical or epidemiological
question, and Dr. Cooper is the one who assembled the
information that was persuasive to the President, to
Dave Mathews, to all the medical people who were at that
meeting, and I would like for you to let me put you in
touch with Dr. Cooper.

Q
the number.

I will be glad to if you will give me

MR. NESSEN:

I will.

Q
Ron, there have been some differences of
about how a vaccination program should be carried
on and as to whether a mass inoculation program is the
best thing to do. Has the President reviewed that with the
medical authorities since the last meeting?
op~n~on

MR. NESSEN: Dave Mathews has given the President
periodic repo!'ts as the testing and so for·:: h. goes on, and
I can't tell you exactly what the last finding was, but
HEW is concentrating on what the best meti-.od cf a mass
inoculation is, and the President is being kept informed.

Q
Could I pursue this one step further? If
the threat continues to be genuine, as the President
persistently suggests, then why isn't the medical community
up in arms? Why is the chief promoter of this program a
political figure, being the President of the United States?
MR. NESSEN:
are suggesting, and I

Oh, Walt, I think I see what you

I am not suggesti;1g anything~ really I am
not. I just want to know why it is that none of the doctors
you referred me to are up in arms saying, "Listen, the
President is right, we have to do something about this?"
The chief spokesman for the program continues to be the
President and not the doctors.
Q

MORE
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I don't agree with that, but

I will make sure that you are shown the data that supports

the conclusion that the danger of a swine flu outbreak
is sufficiently great to warrant the program.

Q
Ron, has there been any thought given
to some sort of mass program for victoria flu, which
actually killed 2,000 people last year?
MR. NESSEN: Not that I know of, but you ought
to ask at HEW what the reason for that is.

MORE
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What is the President's reaction to all
this fuss that erupted over the Republican platform? The
conservatives coMplained about it.
Q

HR. NESSEN: I was unaware of any fuse that
had erupted over the Republican platform.

Q
Apparently Jesse Helms and others are
leading a conservative drive and the whole thing that
is being talked about is a whitewash and that they are
not going to go along with it and will try to take it all
the way and try to get some definitive -MR. NESSEN: I don't know. Bill G~'f~('~m:> is out
in Kansas City and John Carlson will be they•e in a couple
of hours. They are certainly on top of the situation, Phil.

Q

Do you know whether or not the President
is aware of what Helms has said?
MR. NESSEN: Since I was unaware of what you
referred to as a fuss, I don't know how to answer the
question since there is no awareness of a fuss here.

Q
Maybe you wouldn't describe Jesse Helms'
comments as a fuss, but is he aware of what Jesse Helms has
said and that the conservatives are up in arms?
MR. NESSEN: The platform proceedings are just
getting underway. I think they hold hearings and then
sort of put it together later in the t-Teek, and I think it
is sort of premature to comment on how it is going to
turn out.

Q
Is the President taking an active or passive
role in the events of this week in Kansas City?
MR. NESSEN:

I don't know what you mean by that,

John.

Q

Is he keeping close track of what is
happening. Is he sending word out to Bill Timmons and
others out there what he l.Yants done, or is he giving them
carte blanche?
MR. NESSEN: He is keeping a close watch on
what is going on out there.

Q

The people know what he wants done?

l1R. NESSEN: As you know, a good number of the
members of the Cabinet will be testifying before the
Platform Cornnittee outlining the President's vie~1s on the
issues the Platform Committee is dealing with.
MORE
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Is he going to see any delegates this

MR. NESSEN: I haven't seen any delegates listed
on his schedule for this'week. Most of them will be out
there, I guess.
Q
What will the President be doing this
week? Can you tell us anything about the President's
schedule this week?

MR. NESSEN: Let me see the grid for this week.
I didn't look at it carefully this morning.
I know he will be working on the acceptance
speech.

Q

Does he plan any appearances anywhere?

MR. NESSEN:

Let me get a hold of thiso

Q
Ron, two or three years ago your predecessor,
terHorst, stated that the President had also been considering
a woman for the Vice Presidento Is a woman in the running
now?
MR. NESSEN: I won't comment on any specific
names, or sexes, or colors, or persuasions.
In answer to Bob's question about the schedule,
there will be a lot of time spent this week working on the
acceptance speech on his choice of running mate. He
obviously will follow the proceedings in Kansas City.
There will be some visitors eoming in, but not delegates.
Secretary Kissinger will repprt back when he gets back
on Thursday, I guess. But, there is no outside event
planned outside the White House.

Q

How about Tuesday afternoon?

MR. NESSEN: Tuesday afternoon?
to happen Tuesday afternoon?

What is supposed

Q

The PGA.

Q

He said he was going to a reception.

MR. NESSEN: He is going over to a reception
Tuesday evening on the eve of the PGA golf tournament.

Q

Without mentioning any names, will he be
meeting with any of the people under consideration as a
running mate?
MR. NESSEN: Well, since we haven't said who
is under consideration, it is hard to say.
MORE
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Q
the morning?

Will he see John Connally tonight or in

MR. NESSEN:

Q

#55e-B/9

John Connally?

He is coming to 'town, isn't he?

MR. NESSEN:

Not that I know of.

Q
Has the White House made contact with all
those that are being considered?
Q

You wouldn't tell us that anyway, would

you?
MR. NESSEN: I have always told when he has seen
John Connally.

Q

But not concurrently, would you say?

MR. NESSEN:

No, I don't think that is right.

Q
Has the White House made contact with all
those being considered for the Vice Presidency?
MR. NESSEN: There are still a few more days
for recommendations to come in.

Q

On the President's list, his first list?

MR. NESSEN: The ones who have been recommended
and singled out by the President so far?

Q

Have they been notified?

MR. NESSEN: I am told there was some problem
reaching some of them on the phone, as you did, Phil.
To answer the last line of your story, I think the White
House switchboard did have some of the same problems you
did. So, with some people, there was an effort made to
contact them but they have not yet been contacted yet.

Q
Ron, on this trip Kissinger has been on,
his talks in Iran Connally referred to as negotiating
arms for oil, and that sort of thing, Just a general sort
of question, How does it square with the President's overall
goals of the u.s. becoming independent on unreliable
foreign sources of oil when you have Kissinger negotiating
long-term deals with Iran for oil?
MR. NESSEN: As far as I know, Secretary
Kissinger's:talks in Iran had nothing to do with negotiating what you referred to as arms for oil.
I think some of you have written that there are
those kinds of thoughts being given, but my understanding
is that since the arms sales are sales by private companies
and the purchases are purchases by private companies,
that whatever discussions have gone on in that direction
have been by private companies, It is not a Government
MORE
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Q
Ron, you mean oil didn't come up at all,
to your knowledge, in Kissinger's talks?
MR. NESSEN:
on the talks.

Q

I haven't seen the complete report

Ron, it is reported that at Kansas City --

Q

On this subject, one question, Les.
as Kissinger is in Iran or plans to be there -MR. NESSEN:

Inasmuch

No, he is gone from there now.

Q

All right. Did he make any effort to try
to persuade the Shah to reduce oil prices via OPEC? Has
the Ford Administration ever made any effort and used
its leverage, vis-a-vis the arms, to reduce oil prices?
MR. NESSEN: As I said, I haven't read the full
report on what Henry talked about over there. I know the
State Department was asked a very similar question the
other day, and Brown talked about it at some length. But,
let me look it up and see what I can find.

Q
Ron, just one minute. I am perplexed by
your answer that arms purchases by the Shah are strictly
a matter between the Government of Iran and private
companies in the United States since, as you know, and
everybody knows, these require export licenses, which
are Government matters.
Are you saying the United States -- that is to
say, the Government -- has no role whatever in the sale of
arms to Iran?
MR. NESSEN: The point I was trying to draw,
Jim, was I think there was a suggestion that Henry had been
there negotiating some kind of arms for oil deal, and I was
pointing out arms are sold to Iran by private companies
and oil is purchased by private companies. Obviously,
there is the requirement for approval before arms of a
certain sophistication or cost can be exported.
Now, there has been added to that the congressional veto over arms sales. So, obviously, there is a
Government role.

Q
Taking it even further than that, is it not
the case that during this current visit by the Secretary to
Iran that they negotiated and probably signed a $50
billion trade agreement which included $10 billion in
additional u.s. arms? I think that was negotiated by
the Secretary and the Shah, was it not?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: It is my understanding Henry was
responding to a question in a very general way in saying
that, well, over the next five or six years it could well
be that the Shah might purchase another $10 billion in
arms. It was that kind of thing, not an arms agreement
that was signed there.

Q
Let me ask you a flat question. Did the
Secretary of State and the Shah of Iran in this last
visit, the visit just completed, negotiate a $50 billion
trade agreement between the United States and Iran in
which $10 billion was for military equipment?
MR. NESSEN: I am not fully briefed on the
results of Henry's stop in Iran, and I can't answer the
question.

Q
Ron, it is reported that at Kansas City
there will be 100 Ford campaign workers equipped with twoway radios to a mission control center and assigned to
watch all the Ford delegates, with contingency telephone
plans if the Reagan forces try to jam their radio
frequencies.
Jack Anderson's weekly column says the President
himself has had this done. Is this true?
MRo NESSEN: I don't know. You will have to
ask Bill Greener. I don't know that much about the
details of Kansas City.

Q

You know of no such thing? Would Bill
Greener be the one to know or someone before Greener
went to that post?
MR. NESSEN:
answer that question.

I think Greener will be able to

Q
Do you know how many White House people
have gone or are going to the convention and when? This
week and next week?
Fran.

MR. NESSEN: I don't know how many have gone,
Q

Will you find out for us?

Q

How many will be going?

MR. NESSEN: I don't know what the number is.
Q

Will you check and find out for us?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes, I will.
MORE
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What is Greener's role in this?

MR. NESSEN: Bill is the Director of Communications at the President Ford Committee. While you were
away, lots of things happened.

Q
Ron, in the wire service interview, the
President,in response to a question, seemed to suggest that
Richard Schweiker would be too extreme in the political
spectrum to be a running mate. The "extreme" was the
questioners word. Yet, the President has always touted
Senator Edward Brooke as a possible running mate, and I
checked with COPE this morning and Schweiker and Broo~have
virtually identical voting records~
I am a little curious about the inconsistency.
They are· only two votes off, to be exact, and I am-wondering
why Schweiker is too extreme and Senator Edward Brooke
isn't?
MR. NESSEN:
out for you, Walt.

I don't think I can sort that

Q
Ron, in the Camp David interview, the
President said, "We have been in communication with the
Soviet Union on the two underground explosions in July."
Was that direct communication from the President to
Brezhnev?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

No, it was not,

Can you elaborate on the communication1

HR. NESSEN:

No, I would rather not.

Q
Let me ask you a little more specific
question. Was it a request by the u.s. for data from
the Soviets on the size of the blasts?
MR. NESSEN: I think I would rather not describe
diplomatic exchanges, Russ.

Q

Do you know whether either of those blasts

exceeded 150?
MR. NESSEN: No, it will be a while before that
number is refined any further.

Q
Ron, on that general subject, may I ask
one or two questions on SALT which came up earlier? You
said the United States had not responded to the newest
Soviet proposal. Is it still the position of the United
States, or the position of the White House that the
let me ask you first, do you have any time frame on when
you might respond?
MR. NESSEN:

No,
MORE
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Q

Is it still the case that the principal
problems are the Bison bomber, the so-called Bison
bomber, and the cruise missile?

Q

It is still the Backfire, not Bison.

MR. NESSEN: I think Henry Kissinger and others
in public statements have indicated that the areas of
difference have been reduced to a few and Backfire and
cruise are among the outstanding unresolved issues.

Q

Are they the only ones?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Is

~y

No, they are not the only ones.
facet of MIRV still at issue?

MR. NESSEN: I don't think I better get deeper
into specifiGs at this point, Jim.

Q
Ron, can I go back to the talks about the
Vice Presidency? In the interview the PreRident said
that Nelson Rockefelle~ has certainly not been excluded
from his consideration. I was under the impression for
weeks and months before that that the President was saying
that the Vice President had asked him not to consider
him, that he was withdrawing and that the President was
abiding by his wishes.
Was his answer in the interview a chenge in
his position?
MR. NESSEN: I just don't think I will elaborate
on any of that Vice Presidential part, Dick.

Q
I don't think I am asking you to elaborate.
In other words, is that consistent with the position he
has taken before?
MR. NESSEN:

So far as I know, it is.

Q
So, in other words, Nelson Rockefeller
is under consideration?
MR. NESSEN: Whatever the President said the

Q
Is that not different from what you and he
have been saying previously?
MR. NESSEN: Not that I am aware of. He said
he hadn't excluded anybody. He said that for months now,
that nobody was excluded.
MORE
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Q
There is a difference then between being
excluded and being under considerationo I suppose you
could draw a fine line, but is it not that you and the
President have been saying for months that the President
was not considering Mr. Rockefeller because he had asked
not to be considered?
MR. NESSEN: I don't know. I have to look up
what was said, but I know there has been no change in
posit~on.

Q

Then is he under consideration or isn't

he?
I

a~

MR. NESSEN: Whatever he said on Saturday, Dick,
not going to go beyond it.

Q

Then he is?

MR. NESSEN:

Whatever he said on Saturday.

Q
Ron, did the President in any way mark
his second anniversary in office in any special way?
MR. NESSEN:

No.

Q

Did he fix his own muffins?

Q

Did he have a birthday cake?

MR. NESSEN:

(Laughter)

I don't think so.
MORE
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Q
Ron, I missed the first part of the
question about Philadelphia, but in any case did the
President -- how do you explain the propriety of the
President talking about a controversial political subject,
in what was a non-political invitation and I understand
he accepted it in the spirit of a non-political way in
Philadelphia.
Can you say it was non-political and yet
he did talk at what is very clearly a controversial
political subject. I am wondering how you rationalize
that?
MR. NESSEN: I am not familiar with the
controversial political subject.

Q

His remark yesterday about abortion.

MR. NESSEN:
abortion, did he?

Q

I don't think he talked about

You deny he talked about abortion?

MR. NESSEN:

I will not elaborate on the

speech.
Q

This is outrageous, Ron.

Q

Let Cochran finish.

Q
invitation.

Ron, you said it was a non-political

MR. NESSEN:

That is correct, John·.

Q
He accepted it in that spirit, too. Now
everybody in that stadium, the people stood up and applauded
because they thought he was talking about abortion. Anyone
with an IQ above 60 would think he was talking about abortion.
Now you are going to tell me he was not talking about
abortion.
MR. NESSEN: John, I think -- well, let me pass
on the word "controversial" and talk about 125,000 people,
or however many there were, I don't know how many there
were, but people that came from all over the world to
attend this Eucharistic Conference. The President was
invited as the President, as you know and you have seen
the letter of invitation, I suppose. I think it is quite
natural that if you look at the text of the speech you
will see that it was in a tone and dealt with subjects
and concepts that would be interesting to those 125,000
people, or however many there were attending the Eucharistic
Congress.
MORE
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After all, one of the themes of the
Eucharistic Congress, if I understand it right, was
hunger and preservation of life, and that sort of thing.
The President was addressing the subjects that those
people who attended are most interested in, as I think
you would expect him to do in any speech.
suicide?

Q

What irreverence was he referring to,
(Laughter)

l'iR. NESSEN: I won't elaborate on the speech,
but I believe you were there, John, and I think if you
heard the speech in its entirety, you will know it was
a speech that dealt in a tone and in words that seemed
to me to be quite elevating and quite suitable for the
occasion.

Q
He spoke quite harshly when he spoke of
irreverence for life and got a standing ovation for it.
Now we can't get you or anybody from the White House to
say he wasn't being applauded for what indeed he was saying.
Maybe those people were applauding the wDong thing. Was
he not talking about abortion?
MR. NESSEN: John, I don't think that particular
remark or the speech, itself, needs any further elaboration.

Q
All right. Has the President's stand on
abortion changed since his last statement on abortion?
MR. NESSEN:

No, it hasn't.

Q
Ron, I don't see how you can stand there
and tell us that in all honesty you can't say whether or
not he was talking about abortion.
MR. NESSEN: I don't think the speech in that
particular line needs any elaboration.

Q
You say the President can speak very clearly
for himself and yet he used a word he did not intend to
use when he delivered the line that we are questioning.
MR. NESSEN:

Yes, he did.

Q
Now you had no reluctance in clarifying
or correcting that error.
MR. NESSEN:
to, wouldn't you?
Q
a point here.

I would think you would want me

Well, then, we are asking you to clarify

MR. NESSEN:
cation, Dick.

I don't see that it needs clarifiMORE
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Q
Then you are acknowledging that he was
talking about abor-tion, are you not? That is the general
assumption in this room.
need~:.

MR. NESSEN: Dick, I don't think the speech
elaboration and I am not going to elaborate.

Q
Ron, everybody in the room does now ..
What is Cardinal l:rol going to say this afternoon when
he learns from "the wires that the Press .. Secretary~ . _.
when asked repe:ttedly, "Did the President mean abortion,"
refused. What is Cardinal Krol going to think?

MR. Nl:SSEN: You will have to check with
Cardinal Krol's press secretary.

Q

Will you rule out that he was talking

about abortion'?
MR. NESSEN:

I won't elaborate on the speech,

Fran.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
END
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September 9, 1976

FOR NESSEN BRIEFING
The President•s position on abortion has been, and remains, consistent.
He is concerned about an apparent increased irreverence
for life.
He thinks the Supreme Court went too far in its 1973 de cis ion invalidating States 1 laws on abortion.
He disagrees with the rec~nt Supreme Court decision undermining
parental authority and family values concerning abortion for 1ninors.
He does not believe in abortion on demand.
He does not believe in a Constitutional Amendment banning all
abortions since there are instances, for instance, involving rape
and the health of the mother, where he feels abortion should be
permitted.
He does favor a Constitutional Amendment restoring the right of
the individual States to decide the is sue and is on record as a
Member of Congress supporting this position.
Even though he disagrees with the 1973 Court decision, he has
stressed that as President he will, of course, uphold the law as
interpreted by the Court.
The plank of the Republican platform dealing with abortion is
consistent with the President 1 s position. The platform states:
11

The question of abortion is one of the most
difficult and controversial of our time. It is
undoubtedly a moral and personal is sue, but it
also involves cornplex questions relating to
medical science and criminal justice. There are
those in our party who favor complete support of
. ..
:: . ~·
~

""

.

-

•

••
2.

of the Supreme Court decision, which supports
abortion on demand. There are others who share
sincere convictions that the Supreme Court dec is ion
must be changed by a constitutional amendment prohibiting all abortions. Others have yet to take a
position; or they have assumed a stance somewhere
in between the polar posit ions. We protest the
Supreme Court's intrusion into the family structure
·through its denial of the parents' obligation and right
to guide their minor children. The Republican Party
favors the continuance of the public dialogue on
abortion and supports the efforts of those who seek
enactment of a constitutional amendment to restore
protection of the right to life of the unborn child. 11
Note that the platform first takes recognition of the complexity
of the proble1n and the diversity of sincerely held points of view.
The key sentence is the last which emphasizes the following
points:
The Party favors the continuance of the public dialogue
on abortion.
The Party supports the efforts of those who seek a
Constitutional amendment to restore protection of the
right to life of the unborn child.
The platform purposefully leaves open the question of precis ely
defining and spelling out the terms and language of a Constitutional
Amendment. It does not say the party favors an amendment banning
all abortions. It does use the word "restore" which means to refer
back to a situation existing previously- and, the situation that
existed p.reviously was a situation permitting individual states to
decide the issue.
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HE

SAID FORD TOLD THE GROUP HE IS FOR AN AMENDMENT WHICH WOULD LET
~ACH STATE DETERMINE ITS OWN POLICY ON ABORTION.
""!HE PRESIDENT CONSIDERS THAT A LEGITIMATE INTERPRETATION OF T~E
KEPUBLICAN PLATFORM' 1 THE ARCHBISHOP SAID.
HE SAID THE CONFERENCE GF BISHOPS FAVORS AN AMENDMENT FOR ~~MAXI"UM
PROTECTION OF THE UNBORN'Ji BUT '~WE HAVENiT ENDORSED ANY PARTICULAR
-.

M

..

i

j..tORD I NG- •
.·

.

··~E

DO FEEL~ HOWEVER' THERE IS A BETTER APPROACH THAN THAT E"BODIED
IN WHAT IS CALLED THE STATES RIGHTS POSITION,~~ BERNARDIN SAID. ';So
TO SAY WE ARE ENCOURAGED WITH THE rRESIDENT~S POSITION' THAT DOES NOT
MEAN WE ARE TOTALLY SRTISFlE0. 11
STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.;J
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT DOES NOT COME UP OVERNIGHT,,' HE SAID •
.· _."'1HE~E HAS TO BE SOME INITIATIVE IF AN AMENDMENT IS TO BE BROUGHT TO
THE ATTENTION OF CONGRESS. ~NO THEN IT CAN BE DETERMINED WHAT TYPE.~'
~HITE MOUSE PRESS SECRETARY RON hESSEN SAID THE ?RESIDENT WAS
''PLEASED ABOUT THE MEETING;~ WITH ONE LATHOLIC CARDINAL' THREE
ARCHBISHOPS AND TWO BISHOPS.
""ME FEELS IT WAS A FRANK EXCHANGE OF VIEWS AND HE LOOKS FORWARD TO
MEETING WITH THEM AGAIN IN THE FUTURE''i NESSEN SAID.
OTHER CATHOLIC LEADERS PRESENT WERE ~RCHBISHOP JOHN CARBERRY OF ~T.
LOUIS' VICE PRESIDENT OF THE GROUP~ !ERENCE CARDINAL COOKE OF NEW

''A

AND BrsHoP JAMEs S. RAuscH OF WASHINGTON.
HT THE OUTSET OF THE MEETING' BERNARDIN READ A STATEMENT SAYING:
••ns YOU KNOW' WE ADDRESS OURSELVES TO ISSUES ONLY. WE NEITHER ENDORSE
NOR OPPOSE CANDIDATES OR PARTIEs.''
hMONG OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED WERE EMPLOYMENT' FOGDJ ILLEGAL ALIENS
AND HUM2~ RIGHTS IN FOREIGN POLICY#
~ALONE OF YouNGSTOWN' DHro,
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 10, 1976

Your Excellency:
I want to thank you and other leaders of
the National Conference of Catholic Bishops
for visiting with me today to discuss
issues of mutual concern and interest.
Because many of these issues are highly
sensitive, I thought it might be helpful
to set forth my views on paper so that
·others who could not be with us might have
a more precise understanding of my
convictions on these issues.
One of the most controversial issues of
our time and one in which we share a keen
interest is the question of abortion. I
have grave concern over the serious moral
questions raised by this issue. Each ·new
life is a miracle of creation. To
interfere with that creative process is a
most serious act.
In my view, the Government has a very
special role in this regard. Specifically,
the Government has a responsibility to
protect life -- and indeed to provide legal
. guarantees for the weak and unprotected.
It is within this context that I have
consistently opposed the 1973 decision of
the Supreme Court. As President, I am
sworn to uphold the law·s of the land and
I intend to carry out this responsibility.
In my personal view, however, this court
decision was unwise. I said then and I
repeat today -- abortion on demand is wrong.

/
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Since 1973 I have viewed as the ·most
practical means of rectifying th~
situation created by the Court's action
a Constitutional amendment that would
restore to each State the authority to
enact abortion statutes \vhich fit the
concerns and views of its own citizens.
This approach is entirely in keeping with
the system of Federalism devised by the
founders of our Nation. As Minority
Leader of the House of Representatives, I
co-sponsored an amendment which would
restore this authority to the States, and
I have consistently supported thaf position
since that time.
My position has been based on three
fundamental convictions:
I am against abortion on demand.
The people of every State should
have the Constitutional right tocontrol abortion.
·
There is a need to recognize and
provide for exceptional cases.
I should also point out that the Republican
Platform which I support is fully consistent
with these views.
I recognize that this abortion question is
a. matter of deep personal c..nd moral conviction.
Honorable people may disagree, but all of
us must be concerned about an increased
irreverence for life within advanced societies.
Americans have benefited greatly by our rich
spiritual heritage. The sound, sensible
lessons of goodness imparted by religious
teachers and devoted parents have done more
than anything else to prepare our children
for life.
·

.•

4.
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A second issue of mutual concern is the
future of non-public schools. Traditionally,
those schools have made a vital contribution
to our society, richly adding to the fiber
of the American experience. We are a Nation
that values competition and diversity. I
believe that diversity is as important in
education as i t is in politics, business,
the professions, in our personal lives and
in our cultural traditions.
I know that these last few years have not
been easy ones for non-public schools. This
has been a period of self-examination. I
w·ant you to know that as President, I am
totally committed to support your efforts to
provide the best possible education for the
approximately four million children enrolled
in Catholic institutions.
Earlier this year, I proposed to the Congress
a block grant program to combine 24 existing
programs for Federal assistance to elementary
and secondary education. This legislation,
which would make $3.3 billion available to
State and local governments during fiscal
year 1977, provides that non-public school
children will continue to be served equitably.
In all that I do as President, I will continue
my dedication to freedom of educational
opportunity in order to guarantee the·
continued high quality of the educational
tradition in non-public schools -- a tradition
for which you deserve great credit.
.

A third issue of mutual concern is the policy
of the United States toward relieving hunger
and malnutrition in the world. The United
States, I am proud to say, has a strong
record of responding positively to this
matter, in keeping with both the tradition
of humanitarian concern of the American
people and the sense of responsibility which
we who are more fortunate feel toward those
with less.

...
. :

(

.
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We have tried to address the two main aspects
of the world food problem in the most
constructive way possible:
-- First, to alleviate an immediate need
for food assistance, the u.s. will be able
to furnish this year about six million tons
of food assistance, 6 million of the 10 million
ton annual food aid target set for all
countries at the World Food Conference in
Rome. Through our PL-480 program, we are
able to use· the enormous productivity of the
A1nerican farmer to meet human needs with
grain which the poorer nations could not
· otherwise afford to import.
-- Second, through our foreign assistance
program, we are· seeking to curb some of
the underlying causes of the food problem
by working to improve agricultural production
in the developing countries, particularly
those which suffer major shortfalls in food.
This is of critical importance to the
prospects for economic growth.
Private voluntary agencies also play an
important role in the overall U.S. assistance
effort, and have made a major contribution in
alleviating world hunger, providing inputs of
both food and economic assistance -- an
inspiring demonstration of the humanitarian
zeal of.the American people.
Last year this country proposed the creation
of an international system of nationally held
food reserves which would provide against the
human and economic disaster which could result
from a global shortfall in grain production.
We are continuing to push for conclusion of
an agreement on this proposal in the
International Wheat Council.

5

Let me add one final note. When I visited
the International Eucharistic Congress in
Philadelphia last month, I commented that
"for millions of men and women, the church
has been the hospital for the soul, the
schoolroom for the mind, and the safe
depository for moral ideals. It has given
unity and purpose to the affairs of man.
It has been a vital institution for
protecting and proclaiming the ultimate
values of life itself." That is a view I
have long held. It is one that I reaffirm
now.
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to
meet.with you today. I look forward to
future discussions with you and with others
of every faith.

Since;uJl :;,/

The Most Reverend Joseph L. Bernardin
29 East 8th Street ·
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
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September 10, 1976
THE WHITE HOUSE
PRESS CONFERENCE OF
ARCHBISHOP JOSEPH L. BERNARDIN
OF CINCINNATI
PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS
THE BRIEFING ROOM
11:55 A.M.

EDT

ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: As you know, we met
with Mr. Ford this morning. We met with him primarily
in his capacity as the Republican candidate. I would
like to read to you -- this will be made available to
you later -- the introductory remarks that I made.
You already have that.
I am Archbishop Bernardin. I think I want
to read what I said and then I will give you a very
brief summary of the meeting itself.
First of all, we indicated our appreciation
of the opportunity to meet with the President, at his
invitation.. to discuss a number of issues of concern to
us and the nation. I indicated that we met last week with
Governor Carter, the Democratic candidate, arid I indicated
again that we adressed ourselves to issues only.
We neither endorse nor oppose candidates or
parties.
~ ~:·

Then, I went on to say among these issues is\'.,
abortion and the right to live. "On August 18, I issued ·'-,.
a statement in which I called the Republican platform
plank on abortion timely and important. We would welcome
a statement of your position on the plank, as well as
clarification concerning the kind of amendment you support
and are prepared to work for.
"We also wish to express deep concern over
the substantial increase in the Federal Government's funds
of abortion in recent years. We are anxious to know your
views concerning the propriety of continued use of public
funds for this purpose and also on the question of measures
to provide alternatives to abortion.
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"It is our prayerful hope that both major
parties, their leaders and candidates for office, will
adopt and pursue a consistent pro-life policy. We wish
to take this opportunity to repeat our concern with
respect to a number of other crucial foreign and domestic
issues in addition to abortion and the right to live."
I mentioned four in particular. ·First,
employment. "We urge appropriate Federal action including
legislation aimed at solving our nation's unemployment
crisis and providing a decent job for every person in
this country willing and able to work. Government must
recognize that opportunity for suitable employment is
fundamental to the human development of the person and
of the family."
Second, food. "We urge Federal action to combat
starvation, hunger and malnutrition in this country and
abroad.·
"On the domestic front, while recognizing the
need for effective reform of the food stamp program, we
desire that the program be maintained and strengthened
as an effective instrument of assistance to the poor and
needy.
"Internationally, we desire practical,
generous measures to share the precious resources of
food with other peoples by such means as the creation of
food reserves.
"Third, illegal aliens. ~1e support the
enactment of Federal legislation which will not only
prevent the recurrence of the problem, but will deal
constructively and humanly with the plight of illegal
aliens now in this country.
"A
this issue is
Specifically,
of the ~tatus

specific dimension of our concern over
its impact on families and family life.
this requires a meaningful regularizing
of illegal aliens."
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Human rights in foreign policy was the fourth.
"We urge that the defense and promotion of human rights
be central to the formulation and conduct of u.s. foreign
policy. We desire that this country seek consistently,
by legitimate means, to influence other governments,
including those friendly or economically important to the
United States, to respect the human rights of their
citizens.
"In concluding these comments, Mr. President,
I emphasize our conviction that the central issue in
our nation, in our world today, is the sanctity and
dignity of human life. The sanctity and dignity of life
are at stake in all of these issues and many·others·
besides.
"For example, the many problems and needs of
the American family: health care, housing, handgun
control, and nuclear arms limitations. Certainly.,the
sanctity and dignity of life are directly, massively
violated by legalized abortion in our country today.
This concerns citizens who are also moral and spiritual
leaders.
"We desire effective Federal action to
protect and foster the sanctity and dignity of life
in every stage of its development and by every <·appropriate
means available to our society.
"The Conference of Catholic Biahops intends
to speak to all the crucial issues as they enter and
~ove through the legislative process."
As far as the meeting itself was concerned, the
meeting was courteous. There was a good exchange of
information on many issues. Relative to the abortion
issue, we are encouraged that the President agrees on
the need for a Constitutional amendment. We urged him to
support an amendment that will give the maximum protection
possible to the unborn.
We also discussed at some length the issues of
employment, food, illegal aliens and the defense and
proteotion of human rights as a key element in determining
U.S. foreign policy.
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On these issues we explained our position,
which generally calls for sensitivity to human needs and
an acknowledgement of the legitimate role of government
in a free society.
One final issue brought up by the President
was aid to non-public schools.
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Q
Archbishop Bernardin, are you saying the President
supports an amendment to prohibit abortion?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN:

He supports a Constitutional

amendment.

Q
To ban abortions or to just give it to the
States and let them make up their own rules?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: First of all, he made it very
clear that he supports the Republican platform, which calls
for a Constitutional amendment to give protection to the
unborn. As far as the kind of amendment, he is in favor of
a States' rights amendment which he considers to be a legitimate
interpretation of the Republican platform.

Q
Do you understand the President's position,.;and
are you comfortable with it?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: As I indicated in my preliminary
remarks on the meeting, we are encouraged that the platform
and the President are in agreement that there should be a
Constitutional amendment to protect the unborn. As you know,
we have not actually endorsed any particular wording of an
amendment. There ~e. some 47 different versions, I understand,
that are now pending. We have consistently urged passage of
an amendment that will give the maximum protection possible
to the unborn.
We believe, however, that there is a better approach
than that embodied in what is commonly known or called the
States' rights amendment. So, we urge maximum protection
possible.

Q
Sir, unlike the meeting last week with candidate
Carter, I take it you are not disappointed with your meeting
today and with the President's position?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: As I indicated a moment ago,
we are encouraged that the platform calls for an amendment,
and the President made it very clear that he also supports
the idea of an amendment.

Q
I wonder if I could focus in on the word you
used a week ago when you did say you were disappointed after
your meeting with Mr. Carter?
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ARCHBISHOP BEfu~ARDIN: At that time, I said we
continued to be disappointed because.the Democratic candidate
was not willing at that time to support an amendment to
the Constitution. Now we say that we are encouraged that
the Republican candidate is willing to support an amendment.
As to the kind of amendment, I have indicated to
you what kind of amendment he has proposed. He,himself, has
made this known publicly.
I also indicated that, while we have not taken
a position on any particular amendment, still we have enunciated
the principles that should be reflected in an amendment, and
we have consistently urged for an amendment that would give
the maximum protection possible to the unborn. And, as I
indicated -- and I will repeat -- we feel that there are better
approaches than the approach that is embodied in what is
commo~ly known as a States' rights amendment.
Q . Archbishop Bernardin, are you saying the
President's position is more satisfactory to you than Mr.

ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: We are saying that we are
encouraged by any effort to support a Constitutional amendment.

Q
There have been several columnists in the last
week who have pointed out what they consider a gap between
the campaign position of the President and his actual
performance as head of this Administration, particularly
referring to the new position on abortion at military
installations, the change from the Nixon Administration, as
well as HEW's.funding, and the Vietnamese refugee camps-abortion availability. Are you disappointed at the President's
record and did you raise those specific points?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: As I indicated in my
introductory remarks, we did express to him deep concern
over the substantial increase in the Federal Government's
funding of abortion in recent years. In the discussion that
followed, we talked about that at some length. He indicated
that his personal position is against Government funding,
Government participation. He acknowledged that at times
some of the departments seemed to go beyond what he feels
should be done. He indicated that he would make a study of
the situation to determine what needs to be done on his part
in order to impose or being about some restraints.
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We expressed our grave concern about what is
happening. At the moment, it is not absolutely clear to us
how much he is actually personally responsible for this.
One of the things that we are concerned about is
the fact that the number of abortions has increased. In 1972,
there were some 586,000 abortions. In 1975, there were over
one million and, of course, the degree of involvement of the
Federal Government has increased.
Now much of this is due to the fact that in 1973 the
Supreme Court handed down two decisions, which has drastically
changed the situation. But our position is that the Executive
Department should do everything that it can, not to go beyond
what the Supreme Court requires, not to promote in any way an
interpretation of those decisions which would go beyond the
decisions themselves.
We made this very, very clear and, as I said, what
we got in answer to a statement of this concern was a promise
or statement that a study would be made to see what more
could be done about this.

Q
Archbishop Bernardin, I am confused over just
exactly what kind of feeling you are coming out of this conferenc
with, with the President. You said on two occasions here that
you think there are better approaches than one embodied in a
States' rights amendment. You also said that you were encouraged
by the meeting with the President in contrast to last w~ek when
you were disappointed.
But when you say there are better approaches than
those embodied by the States' rights amendments, you are saying
there are better approaches than the one which Mr. Ford advocates
is that correct?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: Yes. And I think you have to
remember that this goes in steps, that a Constitutional amendment
does not come about over night.
First of all, there has to be some support for the
concept. There has to be some initiative in order to convince
Congress that such an amendment should come into existence. Then
after that, you begin to talk about the specific kind of
So, in saying that:we are encouraged, this does not mean that
we are totally satisfied.
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Q

Is it fair
like to see the President
stand, you find his views
of Mr. Carter? Is that a

to say that, while you would
take a stronger anti-abortion
closer to your views than those
fair way to sum it up?

ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: I would say that the specific
difference is an unwillingness at this time on the part of
the Democratic candidate to support any kind of Constitutional
amendment, and a willingness on the part of the Republican
candidate to support an amendment.
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Q
You said in your statement here, "We neither
endorse nor oppose candidates or parties."
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN:
would like to repeat that.

Q

That is right, and I

Am I wrong in recollecting that in 1960

the Catholic Bishops of Puerto Rico, publicly threatened
with excommunication any Catholic who voted for Governor
Munos Morin
because he supported the establishment of
birth control planks, that he won by about 90 percent and
then those bishops were transferred to the Mainland.

Am I wrong in my recollection there?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: We can 'only talk about
our own Conference of Bishops here in 1976 and I repeat
that we nei ther"·endorse nor oppose candidates or parties.
We address ourselves only to the issues and then the
people themselves must make their decisions.

Q May I ask a question? Some of us who
have .. been covering this issue here at the White House
seem to note some ambiguity in the President's position
on abortion and, if you would, I cite several positions.
One, he prefers the State$~': right Constitutional
amendment. Two, he does favor abortions in cases of
incest, rape, and where the mother's life is in jeopardy,
and there have been yet other positions that he states,
to wit, the no-interference with the military hospitals
and so on.
Did you determine that there is any ambiguity
1n the President's position on abortion?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: I think that question
should be asked of the President.

Q Wasn't that a matter of legitimate
concern to you, as to whether you found his position
ambiguous or clearcut?
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Wasn't this a legitimate concern of yours as
you went into the meeting? If so, what did you find?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: I really think that
the statements tha~ I have made indicate to us what our
perception of the present situation is. I think that
you have got to keep two things in mind.
I know I am repeating, but I believe,·in
a sense, that the question is repetitious. In regard
to a Constitutional amendment -- agreements that there
should be amendment -- while we have not endorsed any
particular kind of amendment, we feel that a better
approach is needed than the approach that is embodied
in the States' right amendment.
Regarding the involvement of the Federal
Government in abortion through funding and so on, we
expressed our deep concern about this and we were told
.that this was a matter that would be looked into, a
matter that would be studied with a view toward exercising
a certain degree of restraint. vlliether or not that
will happen, only time can tell.
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Q

Archbishop Bernardin, you told us that you don't
feel that the President's States' rights proposal is the
greatest in the world. Would you tell us what you would
prefer?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: We have consistently said that
we urge the passage of a Constitutional amendment that will give
the maximum protection possible to the unborn. We have not,
at this time, endorsed any specific wording.

Q
If I may follow that up, sir, you said the
President believes that his proposals fit under that definition
because -- you used the language almost the same that was
used in the Republican platform -- you said you are calling
for massive protection of the unborn. The Republican platform
calls for a Constitutional amendment that protects the rights
of the unborn. That is an ambiguous phrase. It encompasses
the President's plan.
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: The President said he considers
his position as being a legitimate interpretation of that. I
am not so concerned about what the platform says. I am more
concerned about the way the candidate interprets the platform.

Q
The President has said, I believe, the reason
why he does not support the sweeping Federal amendment but he
is for theiStates' rights amendment is because he feels abortions
in certain cases such as rape and incest -- he supports those.
How do you feel about that?
ARCHBISHOP BERNARDIN: We have said consistently that
we have not up to this point endorsed any particular amendment.
We simply urge the passage of an amendment that will give the
maximum protection possible to life. We have debated this
position to the Congress in our testimony. We stated our
position to the Democratic candidate, and also now to the
Republican candidate. But, I think you have to ask some of
these questions of the President.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
END
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